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ABSTRACT
Online communities like Flickr, del.icio.us and YouTube have established themselves as very popular and powerful services for publishing and searching contents, but also for identifying other users
who share similar interests. In these communities, data are usually annotated with carefully selected and often semantically meaningful tags, collaboratively chosen by the user who uploaded an
item and other users who came across the item. Items like urls or
videos are typically retrieved by issueing queries that consist of a
set of tags, returning items that have been frequently annotated with
these tags. However, users often prefer a more personalized way of
searching over such a ‘global’ search, exploiting preferences of and
connections between users.
The SENSE system presented in this demo supports hybrid personalization along two dimensions: in the social dimension, a search
process is focused towards items tagged by users explicitly selected
as friends by the querying user, whereas in the spiritual dimension,
users that share preferences with the querying user are preferred.
Orthorgonal to this, the system additionally integrates semantic expansion of query tags to improve search results. SENSE provides
an efficient top-k algorithm that dynamically expands the search to
related users and tags. It is based on principles of threshold algorithms, folding related users and tags into the search space in an
incremental on-demand manner, thus visiting only a small fraction
of the social network when evaluating a query. The demonstration
uses three different real-world datasets: a large set of urls from
del.icio.us, a large set of pictures from Flickr, and a large set of
books from librarything, each together with a large fraction of the
corresponding social network of these sites.

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the social revolution in Web 2.0, online communities have
established themselves as very popular and powerful services for
publishing and searching contents, turning users from mere consumers into information providers. Users can store their personal
content, share it with other people, explore other users’ contents,
and identify other users sharing similar interests. Popular examples of such online communities are YouTube, MySpace, FacePermission to make digital or hard copies of portions of this work for
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book, del.icio.us, Flickr, LibraryThing and Friendster.
Social tagging has emerged as an important asset to explore the
fast-growing communities in order to identify interesting content
and users [8, 6, 13, 12]. In these communities, data is usually annotated with carefully selected and often semantically meaningful
tags, collaboratively chosen by the user who uploaded an item and
other users, or by ratings or comments expressing their opinions
about items. To improve the search experience, different kinds of
social relations have been explored in the recent literature. For
example social relations between tags have been used to enhance
searching and ranking in social communities [1, 3, 15]. Similarly,
social relations between users have been used for query routing in
peer-to-peer networks [4, 9].
Items like urls or videos are typically retrieved by issueing queries
that consist of a set of tags, returning items that have been frequently annotated with these tags. However, users often prefer a
more personalized way of searching over such a ‘global’ search,
exploiting preferences of and connections between users. Search
tasks in such systems can be classified in three different categories:
social, spiritual, and global searches, expressing different kinds of
information needs. First, social searches are targeted towards information from the social context of the user, i.e., information that
was contributed by explicit friends (possibly including transitive
friends, i.e., friends of friends). They are suitable for getting information from friends which you know and you trust, irrespective
of their interests, rather than from unknown users which you never
heard of before. Another pattern for social searches is, for instance,
finding items about users themselves, like photos, where users are
more likely to be pleased when seeing their friends than seeing people they don’t know. Second, spiritual searches seek information
within the user’s interests already expressed in the system, which
should be directed towards her implicit friends, which are other
users with a similar behaviour such as high overlap in tag usage,
bookmarked pages, or commenting and rating activity. Due to their
behavioral affinity, we call implicit friends of a user her brothers
in spirit and, thus, the notion of spritual search. This personalized search that asks for recommendation-style results is very common in online communities, for example asking for books tagged
by other users with similar interests, or searching for restaurants
tagged by users from the same area and with similar preferences for
food. Last, global searches are neither social nor spiritual, so they
consider information by all users equally important, disregarding
any social relationships or common interests (maybe because the
user asks for something that does not match her usual preferences).
Examples for global searches are exploiting the ”wisdom of the
crowds” by asking the best book to give as a present to somebody
else (whose preferences don’t match those of the user) or searching
a text book on Java when you tagged only travel guides before; in

that case, a spiritual search may return travel guides on Indonesia
instead of books on programming languages. Our model uses an
integrated scoring model for global, social and spiritual searches
with tunable parameters to steer query evaluation towards one of
these types. Note that the notions of authority and trust are generally orthogonal to these search categories.
With the high dynamics of online communities with items and
tags being added at very high rates and user profiles changing rapidly,
social and spiritual searches cannot rely on standard evaluation algorithms and precomputed scores like other search applications.
The SENSE system presented in this demo provides an efficient
top-k algorithm for these settings that incrementally explores the
space of (explicit or implicit) friends and accumulates scores of
items on the fly as they are encountered, limiting the expansion to
a minimal number of related users. Orthogonal to this, the system additionally integrates semantic expansion of query tags to improve search results. The algorithm can efficiently compute the
best matches to social and spiritual searches and, falling back to
a threshold algorithm on precomputed index lists, also for global
searches, even in huge communities with high dynamics [11].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we give an overview of the hybrid scoring model used for global,
spiritual and social searches. In Section 3, we introduce the architecture of the system and highlight important aspects of the top-k
algorithm at its core. In Section 4, we give detailed information on
the demonstration itself.

2.
2.1

DATA AND SCORING MODEL
Social Network Model

This section introduces our general social network model. As
shown in Figure 1, the set of nodes N = U ∪ D ∪ T in the network
represents users U , documents1 D and tags T . Additionally, social networks exhibit various relationships, both among the nodes
of the same type and between nodes of different types. These relationships are represented by edges in the graph.
Three main relations exist between nodes of the same type. First,
friendship edges model explicit and implicit friends of users. Here,
explicit friends are those explicitly, manually selected by the user,
while implicit friends (or brothers in spirit) share preferences or interests with the user. The strength of these relationships is reflected
by a friendshipStrength. Second, similarity captures the semantic
closeness between tags. It can be computed using different methods based on semantic relationships or tag-usage statistics in the
social network. Third, linkage represents the relationship between
documents. It can be given by hyperlink graph for web pages or
simply derived from the similarity between document tags.
Additional three relations exist between nodes of different types.
First, content connects documents with tags at least one user used
on this document. Second, tagging associates tags to users who
used them at least once. Third, rating links users to documents
which they annotated with a tag or explicitly rated (but ratings are
not further exploited in this paper). Note that tagging actions, i.e.,
the tags which a specific user assigned to a specific document, are
not represented explicitly in this graph, but split into tagging (usertag) and content (tag-document) edges.

2.2

Figure 1: Social Network Model
should contain at least one of the query tags and be ranked according to a score. In contrast to standard IR query models, our scoring function can be tuned towards the different search processes in
social systems. Scores are user-specific, i.e., they depend on the
social and/or the spiritual context of the query initiator, depending
on the configuration of the model. The querying user can decide
if her information need is spiritual, social or global (which is the
default).
Modelling Friendship Strengths. The core of our scoring is
formed by three different quantizations for user-to-user similarities (also called friendship strengths), corresponding to the three
different searches in communities. Each similarity can be implemented in different ways, and our current implementation allows
to switch between different definitions of the similarities at runtime. The spiritual friendship similarity Fsp (u, u0 ) of two users
u and u0 , tuned towards spiritual searches, is computed using a
combination of syntactic measures such as overlap of tag usage,
bookmarked pages, or commenting and rating activity. The social friendship similarity Fso (u, u0 ), applied for social searches,
is based on social measures like the inverse distance of u and u0
in the social network graph, but may additionally include syntactic measures (like the spiritual friendship similarity). The global
friendship similarity Fgl (u, u0 ) = |U1 | , used for global searches,
givesP
equal weight to all users. All similarities are normalized such
that u0 ∈U F (u, u0 ) = 1 for all u.
The actual friendship similarity used to evaluate a query is a linear mixture of these three similarities:
1
Fu (u0 ) = α · Fsp (u, u0 ) + β · Fso (u, u0 ) + (1 − α − β)
|U |
The parameters α and β, 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1, can be configured by the
user (typically by selecting predefined configurations corresponding to spiritual (α = 1, β = 0), social (α = 0, β = 1), and global
(α = 0, β = 0) searches; however also nontrivial combinations are
reasonable).
Score for Tags. To compute the score su (d, t) of a document d
with respect to a single tag t relative to the querying user u, we use
a scoring function in the form of a simplified BM25 [10] score:
su (d, t) =

(k1 + 1) · |U | · sfu (d, t)
· idf (t)
k1 + |U | · sfu (d, t)

where k1 is a tunable coefficient (just like in standard BM25) and
idf (t) is the inverse document frequency of tag t, instantiated as
idf (t) = log

Integrated Scoring

In our model, we consider a query Q(u, q1 . . . qn ), issued by a
query initiator u with a set of tags q1 . . . qn . Result documents
1
We use the term ‘document’ which is familiar from scoring models in IR instead of the more general term ‘item’.
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|D| − df (t) + 0.5
df (t) + 0.5

with df (t) denoting the number of documents that were tagged with
t by at least one user. Unlike the original BM25 formula, our model
has no notion of document lengths; the number of tags assigned to
a document does not vary as much as the length of text documents.

The social-aware term frequency sfu (d, t), our replacement for
the standard term frequency (tf ) known from text IR, weights tags
by the friendship similarity of the query initiator and the user who
added the tag to the document. More formally, denoting by tfu (d, t)
the number of times user u used tag t for document d, we define the
social-aware term frequency sfu (d, t) for a tag t and a document
d, relative to a user u, as
X
sfu (d, t) =
Fu (u0 ) · tfu0 (d, t).
u0 ∈U

Tag Expansion. Even though related users are likely to have
tagged related documents, they may have used different tags to
describe them. It is therefore essential to allow for an expansion
of query tags to “semantically” related tags. To avoid topic drift
problems [5], we adopt in our scoring model the careful expansion
approach proposed in [14] that considers, for the score of a document, only the best expansion of a query tag, not all of them. More
formally, we introduce the tag similarity tsim(t1 , t2 ) for a pair of
tags t1 and t2 , 0 ≤ tsim(t1 , t2 ) ≤ 1. The final score s∗u (d, t) of
a document d with respect to a tag t and relative to a querying user
u, considering tag expansion, is then defined as
s∗u (d, t) = max
tsim(t, t0 ) · su (d, t0 )
0
t ∈T

Our current implementation provides several alternatives to compute the similarity between two tags: In addition to SocialSimRank
from [3], we exploit the co-occurrence of the tags in the entire document collection by estimating conditional probabilities:
tsim(t, t0 ) = P [t|t0 ] =

df (t)
df (t ∧ t0 )

where df (t ∧ t0 ) is the number of documents that have been tagged
by both tags (but possibly by different users).
Score for Queries. Finally, the score for an entire query with
multiple tags q1 . . . qn is the sum of the per-tag scores:
s∗u (d, q1 . . . qn ) =

X

s∗u (d, qi )

q1 ...qn

3.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND ALGORITHMS

Figure 2 shows an overview of the architecture of SENSE. Data
from social communities are imported and precomputed into database-backed data structures used for query evaluation. Given a
query which was entered by a user through a Tomcat servlet, the
top-k-aware query processor uses this information to compute the
best results for a query, which are again returned through Tomcat.
Data Structures. Like other systems which apply Threshold
algorithms for top-k processing, SENSE uses precomputed index
lists. However, unlike usual applications (for example for text retrieval) which store precomputed scores in these lists, we cannot do
that as our scores depend on the querying user, her social context
and the configuration of the scoring function, so a precomputation
would be inflexible and way too huge for reasonably sized communities. Instead, we maintain the following lists (kept in a database
with indexes for efficient access):
For each tag t, we maintain a list DOCS(t), containing documents d tagged by at least one user and corresponding global tag
frequencies T F (d, t) (i.e., the number of users which tagged d with
t), odered by descending T F (d, t). For each user u and each tag t
she used, we maintain a list USERDOCS(u,t) with the unsorted set
of documents d tagged with t by u. Note that such data structures
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Figure 2: Architecture of SENSE
exist in real social systems anyway and are therefore no additional
overhead for SENSE.
Precomputed friendships strengths between users are stored in
FRIENDS SP(u) and FRIENDS SO(u) for spiritual and social friendships, respectively, which contain, for a user u, all related users u0
and their similarity in descending order. Finally, SIMTAGS(t) contains for a tag t all similar tags t0 with their similarity in descending
order. These lists are precomputed and updated regularly. There
may be different instances of these lists, corresponding to different
implementations of the strengths and similarities.
Algorithm. SENSE implements the ContextMerge algorithm,
an efficient threshold algorithm for evaluating the top-k results for
a query in social networks [11]. As the score of a document depends on the user who initiates the query, standard top-k algorithms
relying on precomputed per-tag scores for each document [7, 2]
cannot be applied here. Instead ContextMerge incrementally builds
social-aware term frequencies by considering users that are related
to the querying user in descending order of friendship similarity,
computes upper and lower bounds for the social score from these
frequencies, and stops the execution as soon as it can be guaranteed
that the best k documents have been identified.
To compute the top-k results for a query q1 . . . qn submitted by
a user u, ContextMerge sequentially scans, for all query tags, the
DOCS lists and the USERDOCS lists of the friends of u in an interleaved way, maintains a list of candidate documents seen during the
scans and a list of current top-k candidates, and terminates as soon
as none of the candidates can move to the top-k. To improve efficiency, ContextMerge can additionally perform random accesses to
the index lists to lookup the values for selected documents. Note
that the algorithm can be further optimized if the query is purely
social or spiritual (i.e., α + β = 1), thus, no DOCS lists need to
be opened as the execution can be limited to the context of u. By
contrast, to process global queries (α = β = 0) there is no need
to consider any lists of friends, so just the DOCS lists are read and
ContextMerge behaves like a standard top-k algorithm. However,
the interesting case is for mixed search where document scores are
computed using both global and social or spiritual components.
Tag expansion adds another dimension that ContextMerge needs
to combine with the user-expansion dimension. However, it would
be very inefficient to directly include the lists of all similar tags in
the processing. Instead, ContextMerge incrementally adds lists for
similar tags to the processing on the fly in the style of [14].

4.

DEMO DESCRIPTION

The demo presents a full implementation of SENSE, a hybrid
personalized search system where the user can perform spiritual,

social, or global searches or hybrid combinations of them in online
communities. We showcase three different social communities at
the demo: a subset of Flickr with 10 million pictures and more than
50,000 users, a subset of librarything.com with more than 6 million books and about 10,000 users, and a subset of del.icio.us with
more than 400,000 bookmarks and about 10,000 users. A visitor
of the demo can first provide a query consisting of one or multiple tags using the interface shown in Figure 3. SENSE generates
a list of candidates to be the initiators of the query, based on the
overlap of the tags they used with the query tags and the number
of (explicit and implicit) friends they have in the community. If the
visitor is a member of one of the communities and happens to be
in the collection available at the demo, she can even choose herself
as a query initiator. Otherwise, she chooses an initiator among the
list of candidates provided by the system. This allows to study the
influence of the match of the query and user profile (huge vs. few
or even no tag overlap) and the size of the user’s friend network on
query performance and result quality. The query is then evaluated
as spiritual, social or global search (using buttons in the interface
that set the parameters to predefined values) or as hybrid query by
explicitly specifying values for the parameters α and β. The demo
additionally allows to select among different definitions of friendship and tag similarities.

Figure 4: Excerpt of the social network as shown in the user
interface
available to browse the social network. Second, lists of similar tags
can be displayed for each query tag, and again those which were
considered during query execution are highlighted.

5.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the search interface
The system then produces a set of results (i.e., documents) together with an explanation for each result, consisting of the most
influential users which contributed the highest scores to the results,
together with the corresponding tag(s). The interface additionally
provides a ‘drill-down’ option to examine the complete set of users
which contributed to the score of a result. The visitor can additionally browse the documents and tags of these users just like in the
community systems themselves. This allows the user to get some
idea why these results were generated. Query evaluation usually
takes less than one second for our demo collections. Beyond these
features that would also be available in a production version of such
a system, we additionally show visualizations of the search process
itself. First, SENSE can show an excerpt of the social network
around the querying user, highlighting users that have been considered by ContextMerge during query execution. Figure 4 shows
an example for this. This helps to demonstrate how ContextMerge
incrementally opens user lists and visits only a small fraction of
the social network when evaluating a query. A similar interface is
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